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1. Understand current environment and significant 
government pricing transparency policy changes

2. Review the HFMA Price Transparency 
recommendations and the CHAMP committee 
including implications for a future state

3. Learn how to implement and maintain an 
innovative, transparent, rational and defensible 
pricing strategy

Learning Objectives
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 Overview – How Did We Get Here?

 Improving Price Transparency – Current Initiatives

 Chargemaster Alternative Medicare Payment Proposal

 Develop Rational & Defensible Pricing Methodology

Price Transparency Agenda
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Overview:

How Did We Get 
Here?
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How Did We Get Here
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Press scrutiny on hospital prices:

• Time - “Bitter Pill: Why Medical Bills are Killing Us?”.

• National and local media attention.

• Release of hospital charge data.

Consumerism Grows:
• Influence of consumer-driven utilization of healthcare

• Third party/government transparency tools

Increasingly challenging financial environment:

• Employer pressures

• Diminishing charged-based payers

• Limitations on price increases from charge-based payers

• 2019 IPPS final rule, “challenges exist for patients due to insufficient price transparency”. 

• 2019 OPPS final rule:

• Highlights beneficiary and Medicare program benefit from reduced expenditures for services 
performed in a lower cost setting.

• Exploring ways to incentivize the use of the most efficient, and clinically appropriate site.

• Website available effective November 27, 2018

• https://www.medicare.gov/procedure-price-lookup/

CMS 2019 Regulatory Changes
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On June 24, 2019, the President signed an Executive Order on Improving 
Price and Quality Transparency in American Healthcare to Put Patients 
First stating:

• It is the policy of the Federal Government to increase the availability of meaningful 
price and quality information for patients.

• Directs HHS to propose regulation requiring hospitals to publicly post standard 
charge information.

• Information is critical to enabling patients to become active consumers so that they 
can lead the drive towards value.

President’s Executive Order
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CMS published the FY2020 OPPS Proposed Rule on July 29, 
2019, which includes the following highlights:

• Defining “hospital”, “standard charges” and “items and services” 
requirements.

• New requirements for payer-specific negotiated charges for 
“shoppable” services.

• Ability for CMS to monitor and impose penalties for non-compliance.

FY 2020 Proposed OPPS Rule
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Hospitals make public 300 “shoppable” services as follows:

• “Service that can be scheduled by a healthcare consumer in advance”.

• Provide the payer specific negotiated charges for:

• 70 CMS selected services

• 230 hospital-selected services

• If Hospital doesn’t provide 70 CMS selected services, must select an additional 70 so that the 
total posted equals 300.

• Information must be “prominently displayed on webpage, easily accessed and searchable, with 
no barriers.

Shoppable Services
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Section 2718(e) of the Public Health Service Act, allows CMS to 
audit and assess monetary penalty after providing warning 
notice to hospital for non-compliance.  Key highlights include:

• Request corrective action plan if noncompliance constitutes a material 
violation of one or more requirement.

• CMS can impose a civil monetary penalty of no more than $300 per 
day if Hospital fails to respond.

• CMS proposing an appeals process through the ALJ level.

Newly Proposed Monitoring
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Improving Price 
Transparency

Current Initiatives
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Consumers want:

• To determine what they will owe.

• Their liability provided in advance of 
service.

• To ensure the estimate is accurate.

• Their total bill to Incorporate physician 
services.

• Ease of access, via online or phone.

Consumer Expectations
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Price and Value Are Interconnected where Value is the quality of  

healthcare in relation to the total price paid for the service by care 

purchasers.

..which leads us to an actionable definition of price transparency…

Readily available information on the price of healthcare services, that, 
together with other information, helps define the value of those services 
and enables patients and other care purchasers to identify, compare, 
and choose providers that offer the desired level of value.

Price Transparency Task Force
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• Charges do not equate to patient liability and multiple charges often exist for each 
discrete patient service.

• Charges have little impact on overall reimbursement aside from outliers, stop-loss 
provisions and/or contract exceptions.

• Patient perception of charge equaling cost may lead patients to make ill informed 
decisions and/or opt out of necessary care.

• Provides advantage to hospitals that develop platforms to engage patients and/or 
provide out-of-pocket calculators.

• Uncertainty regarding treatment options

Obstacles Along The Way…
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In a system where charges are primarily used as a factor in a 
payment calculation;

–Actual prices are essentially invisible to the consumer; and… 

–Charges have little relationship to the service being acquired

. . . change is inevitable!

A Call To Action

We all contributed to this situation—hospitals, physicians, payers, 
the business community, and even patients.  

We all need to work together to fix it!
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Chargemaster 
Alternative 

Medicare Payment 
Proposal (ChAMP)

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC
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Taskforce Participants
AdventHealth
Baptist Health
Baylor Scott & White 
Health
Bon Secours Mercy Health
Geisinger Heath 
HCA Healthcare
Henry County Health 
Center
Henry Ford Health System
Mayo Clinic
Kaiser Permanente

Montefiore Medical Center
Texas Health Resources
Trinity Health
UHealth Miami
University of Utah Health
VCU Health
Northwell Health
OSF HealthCare
Partners HealthCare
Sharp Healthcare
Spectrum Health
SSM Health
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HFMA ChAMP Taskforce
The ChAMP Taskforce Aims to Eliminate the Use of Medicare Charges in Calculating Medicare 
Payments to Hospitals.

Develop alternative methodologies that reduce (or eliminate) the use of Medicare 
charges in determining Medicare charge-based payments and weight setting.

Resolve ancillary Medicare policy issues that pose a barrier to the elimination of 
charges in calculating Medicare payments.

Minimize Medicare payment redistribution between different types of hospitals (e.g. 
rural vs. urban) as a result of proposed alternative Medicare payment methodologies.

Collaborate with the Administration and CMS to implement the new payment and data 
submission methodologies.

Taskforce Objectives

The Taskforce Does Not Intend to Eliminate the Use of Charges for Other Payers or Self-Pay Patients. 
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Instead of Using Cost-to-Charge Ratios and Submitted Charges to Calculate 
Payments and Rebase DRG and APC Weights, Australian Hospitals Submit Their 
Cost Per Discharge or Outpatient Service.

Australian Solution?

Identify 
Relevant 
Expenses

Create Cost 
Ledger

Create Final 
Cost Centers

Identify 
Products

Assign 
Expenses to 

Products

Review and 
Reconcile

• Intermediate expenses (e.g. MRI) assigned to final 
product (e.g. ED visit).

• Supplies and other specific items directly assigned.
• Remaining costs assigned by internal RVUs.
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Allocating Allowable Cost to Inpatient Cases:
Hospitals with Costing Systems

1. Identify Percentage of Allowable Costs to Allocate to Medicare Inpatient Services: Using 
data from the hospital’s cost accounting system, calculate the percentage of Medicare 
inpatient cost to the hospital’s total cost. Multiply the percentage of Medicare inpatient 
cost times the total Medicare allowable cost from Worksheet B Part I. See slides that 
follow this section for an example. 

2. Calculate the MS-DRG Specific Allowable Cost Allocation Statistic: Using data from the 
hospital’s cost accounting system divide the cost per Medicare patient by the total 
Medicare inpatient cost. 

3. Allocate Allowable Cost to Each Patient Discharge: Multiply the Medicare allowable cost 
related to Medicare inpatient discharges (step 1) times the patient specific cost allocation 
statistic in step 2. This will provide the patient specific cost per MS-DRG.
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Step 1.

Apportioning Medicare Allowable Cost - Inpatient
Hospitals with Costing Systems 
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Allocating Allowable Cost to MS-DRGs: 
Hospitals with Costing Systems 

Step 2
Step 3
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Payment Mechanism Charges Currently Used Proposed Resolution

Inpatient Outlier
New Technology Add-On (NTAP)

Medicare,
Patient Specific

• Use a periodic interim payment based on the five-year average of outlier/NTAP 
payments as a cash flow mechanism. 

• Calculates the actual outlier/NTAP payments for the fiscal year when the cost report 
is filed and is included as a settlement item. 

Outpatient New Device Pass-
Through

Medicare,
Patient Specific

• Include the cost of the device on the claim in a field associated with the pass-
through device value-code. 

• CMS can base payment off this amount.

CAH – Outpatient Medicare,
Patient Specific

• Use APC based payments coupled with Transitional Outpatient Payments (TOPs) 
based on the prior year’s cost report as a funds flow mechanism. 

• Outpatient payments are cost settled when the cost report is filed. 
• This interim payment process is currently used for qualifying cancer hospitals.  
• Items not paid using the APC schedule would be based on the fee schedule and 

settled on the cost report. 
• Beneficiary cost sharing for CAH’s in the outpatient setting would be adjusted to the 

APC cost sharing amount. 
Nursing/Allied Health DME
Qualified Non-Physician 
Anesthesiologist Costs

Medicare,
Summarized I/P and O/P 

from PS&R

• Use overall Medicare cost allocation percentage for inpatient and outpatient 
services to calculate Medicare pass-though cost on worksheet D Part IV that is 
transferred to worksheets E pt A and pt B.

Proposed New Payment Methodology

The taskforce identified five areas where Medicare charges are used to calculate cost-based hospital payments that require modification. 
Cost Based Payments: Modification Required
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Payment Mechanism Charges Currently Used Proposed Resolution

Medicare UC DSH Total Facility Charges • Remains unchanged as it uses the overall facility ratio of cost to charges and 
uncompensated care charges to calculate the cost of uncompensated care. 

Organ Acquisition Ancillary 
Costs Total Facility Charges • Continue using the total hospital cost to charge ratio and accumulated pre-

transplant charges to calculate ancillary costs for organ acquisition/pre-
transplant services. 

Outpatient Outlier Medicare
Patient Specific

• Changes are unnecessary. 
• Taskforce recommends eliminating outpatient outlier payments and 

incorporating those dollars into APC payments through an adjustment to the 
conversion factor. 

Cost-Based Payments: No Change Needed
While calculated using charges, the taskforce believes the following items do not require modification under the direct cost model. 

Payment Items that Do Not Require Modification
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Payment Mechanism Approach Payment Source
Currently Cost Report 

Settled

CAH - Inpatient No-Change Per Diem/Claims/Cost Report Yes

Cancer Hospital Inpatient No-Change Per Diem/Claims/Cost Report Yes

Cancer Hospital Outpatient (APC/TOPS) No-Change Claims/Cost Report/PIP Yes

Children's Hospital Inpatient No-Change Per Diem/Claims/Cost Report Yes

Medicare Dependent Hospital No-Change Historic Rate/Claims/Cost Report Yes

Sole Community Hospital No-Change Historic Rate/Claims/Cost Report Yes

Organ Acquisition Routine Costs No-Change Per Diem/Cost Report/PIP Yes

High Percentage ESRD Patients No-Change National Rate/Cost Report Yes

Cost-Based Payment Models that Do Not Require Retrofitting

Cost Based Payments: Not Charge Based
The following cost-based payments are not calculated based on charges and therefore do not require any change to 

accommodate the “direct cost model.”
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HFMA, with a Grant from the Robert Woods Johnson Foundation, Has Retained 
Wakely Consulting to Model the Direct Cost Method Using Data from Taskforce 
Participants.

Next Steps: Modeling

Calculate 
Basic Statistics

• MS-DRG based, Per 
patient, allocation 
statistics using internal 
cost data.

• APC specific allocation 
statistics using internal 
cost data.

Compare 
Cost Per Case

Analyze 
Payment Impact

• Cost per case 
comparison of 
allowable cost using 
current and proposed 
cost finding method. 

• Replicate and compare 
MS-DRG and APC 
weights*.

• Outliers: Inpatient
• NTAP
• CAH Outpatient 

Payments
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• Administrative rulemaking VS. legislation

• Cost reports would be modified

• Hospitals would be required to have patient level costing capabilities

• Anticipate a transition period

• Longer term implications to 3rd party contracts, other government 
payors and patients

• Modeling continues 

ChAMP Implications

Develop a 
Rational & 

Defensible Price 
Philosophy
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Defensible Hospital Charges
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• It is not possible for a hospital to defend itself by identifying 
the “right” charge. It is not possible to identify a charge that 
on its face will be perceived as reasonable or fair.

• The most effective way for a hospital to defend itself is by 
developing, documenting and implementing a carefully 
considered and well thought-out charging methodology. An 
integral element of this approach is the ability to produce a 
detailed, specific calculation of how each CDM charge was 
identified. 

Should be:

– Comprehensively documented and be available to respond to 
the potential challenge of “how was this charge identified?” 

– Include calculations based on important visible benchmarks 
including cost and the market

– Developed in a manner to meet the financial requirements of 
the hospital, and with consideration of contractually allowable 
charge increases

– Consider high risk areas including pharmaceuticals and 
medical supplies

Defensible Hospital Charge Methodology
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• Build database to enable revenue modeling
• Revenue and Usage History
• Patient Claims
• Third-Party Payer payment methodologies 

• Evaluate “current” state charge structure.
• Comparison to market
• Comparison to internal cost

• Develop CDM charge methodology goals.
• Identify desired relationships (i.e., cost, market)
• Identify desired change in gross and net patient revenue

Implementing Rational & Defensible Pricing “101”
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• Perform CDM charge analysis (“what if” scenarios”) and implement new CDM 
charges.
– Varying benchmarks, markups and parameters
– Evaluate on gross and net patient revenue
– Study feasibility of simplifying CDM charges to enhance defensibility
– Remember to consider special services and circumstances

• Document 
• High Level Patient Charge Philosophy
• Patient Charge Policies
• Detailed Patient Charge Methodology

• Monitor results, not just a one-time study

Implementing Rational & Defensible Pricing “101”
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• Transparency is here to stay

• Regulatory initiatives are growing

• ChAMP may ignite a tidal wave of opportunities

• Implement an ongoing rational and defensible pricing system 
for 2020 and beyond

Conclusions

Kevin F. Brennan, CPA, FHFMA, National HFMA Chair 
2018-2019, Principal

– kevinbrennan@sunstoneconsulting.com

Leonard Brauner, Senior Principal
– leonardbraunder@sunstoneconsulting.com

Vonda Moon, MS, Principal
– 717-676-6133
– vondamoon@sunstoneconsulting.com

Presenter Contact Information

www.sunstoneconsulting.com
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THANK YOU &
HAVE A GREAT DAY!
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